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Production Release  

(Core Apps Team Sprint 181 2-Week Work Cycle) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Revised New Change Request Status rules 

and filters 
We changed the New Change Request 

Status so that it focuses only on the 

Change Requests that require action. 

The new name is Change Request 
Action Needed.  Now when a request is 
generated, it will take users to the 
Message and Change Request page and 
filter for only the Action Needed Change 
Requests. This will save users a few 
minutes of time filtering for the work to 
complete instead of searching through 
non-action items. 

WISEid: Notification - moved day of week section 

for email opt-in 
On the Agency Notifications page, we 

modified the location to opt into 

notifications for particular days of the 

week. It is now a selection at the top 

per email address rather than per 

notification type.  

 

This change also resolved a bug with 

this process when users changed their 

options after their original opt-in.  

WISEstaff Public Reports: Bug Fix-- Public 

Administrative Salary Report filter for position now 

working appropriately 

On the Public Staff Report-- 

Administrative Salary Report, we fixed 

the broken Position filter drop down. 

WISEstaff: Allow new Entity IDs after the final 

snapshot and before the final audit 
We added logic to use Entity IDs in the 

final audit when Entity IDs are applied 

after the final snapshot but before data 

is taken in mid-June for the final audit. 

This will allow the audit to capture 



educator records for review that may 

have previously fallen through the 

cracks, ensuring higher quality data 

and accurate licensing. 

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Assignments on deactivated 

WISEids are not being counted in reports 
Previously, we had an issue with the 

FTE Summary Report and Staff 

Dashboard Assignment Count bar chart 

showing merged WISEid records which 

had been replaced, but this was 

resolved to display proper counts. 

WISEstaff: Added Area filter to Staff Corrections 

Form 
We added an Assignment Area filter to 

the Staff Correction Form report so 

users can filter by the complete 

assignment code. This enhancement 

will save users a couple minutes of 

time filtering for the right data. 

WISEstaff: Added Sort feature to Validate Staff 

Data  
We added the ability to sort the 

columns of Type and Classification. 

This new sorting feature helps users 

review their data in an easier fashion, 

saving several minutes of time and 

providing a clearer picture of the state 

of their staff data. 

 


